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Facts

judge—having heard every motion in this matter since November 20154— exercised his
discretion in the context of this most unusual judicial saga.
3.

What is ultimately in dispute is whether, given the a quo judge's conclusions that

Callidus acted inappropriately and in bad faith,5 it is fair and reasonable to allow Callidus
to present a second plan of arrangement; would it serve an improper purpose to allow
Callidus to use its controlling vote to cause the creditors to approve its own plan as a
means of obtaining unidirectional releases to escape liability for an impending claim,
predicated on serious allegations of fraud and other wrongful acts which have led to
Callidus arrogating all of Bluberi's assets as part of its "loan-to-own" scheme.
4.

This case is fundamentally about access to justice. It arises in an era where the

proper administration of justice is of primary concern to legislators, litigants and the
Courts in Quebec and throughout Canada. Indeed, this saga is emblematic of this issue,
and partially explains why the a quo judge, having patiently observed Callidus' conduct
in this matter for nearly three years, properly relied upon the flexible, remedial and
purposive nature of the CCAA and the discretionary powers granted to the Superior
Court under the CCAA and the CCP to grant Bluberi the relief it sought. 6
5.

In keeping with the guidance of the Supreme Court of Canada,' to facilitate the

achievement of the CCAA's primary objectives, the a quo judge proceeded to "fill in the
gaps where legislation has not specified what is to occur in particular circumstances."8 In
these most particular of circumstances and in this latest instalment of this multi-year
guerilla judiciaire undertaken by Callidus against the Respondents to preclude them
from achieving a meaningful restructuring to the benefit of all stakeholders, Callidus has
consistently revealed itself to be animated by abject bad faith and callous disregard for
Bluberi's stakeholders, including especially its employees, creditors and shareholders.9
The a quo judge, exercising his discretion, chose not to endorse this conduct.
4

5
6
7
8

9

The Initial Order was issued on November 12th, 2015, [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 154].
See, a contrario, the a quo judgment at para 48 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 43].
See Preliminary Provision of the Code of Civil Procedure, CQLR c C-25.01, as well as article 49.
Century Services Inc. v Canada (AG), 2010 SCC 60 at paras 64-65 [Century Services].
Janis P. Sarra, Rescue! The Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act, 2d ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2013) at p 21
[Serra].
A quo judgment at para 44 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 42].
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In support of their argument, Appellants have resorted to referring to instances in

jurisprudence—again, there is no explicit statutory rule to turn to—where seemingly
analogous relief was granted, in accordance with the particular circumstances of those
selected cases. Yet, if the jurisprudence confirms anything, it is that each CCAA case
must be adjudicated in accordance with its particular context and circumstances. To
contest a supervising judge's ruling on the basis chosen by Appellants here is,
necessarily, to contest the exercise of his discretion—an affront to the very dominion of
the CCAA Court.
B. Factual Background
7.

As alleged in the Bluberi Application,10 Bluberi was dispossessed of its assets

and left deprived of financial means to pursue its claims against Callidus. The relief
sought by Bluberi aims to allow it to pursue these claims, whereas Callidus, twice, has
proposed last minute plans to seek their extinction.11
8.

The CCCA proceedings were rendered necessary by Callidus' penchant for

wielding its financial dominance to pursue illicit ends. Callidus' proclivity for litigation as a
tool to generate commercial leverage was in full display since 2015.12 Michaud, J., in
rendering the Amended and Restated Initial Order, concluded that, days prior to the
filing of the initial Application and in an attempt to block it, Callidus attempted to seize
Bluberi's shares "in the context of a dispute where Callidus wanted to position itself. This
would explain the holding of the payment of the payroll by Callidus."13
9.

Since the outset, instead of seeking a "resolution of the conflicr" for the sake of

the stakeholders, Callidus employed a myriad of tactics to escape its own liability,
engaging in relentless and costly judicial warfare, to the detriment of the stakeholders. 15
10.

Prior to the filing of the CCAA proceedings, Callidus took effective control of

Bluberi. It removed Mr. Gerald Duhamel ("Duhamel") from his functions, fired his partner
10 Bluberi Motion at paras 23, 25-27 [A.M.C., vol 2, at pp 668-669]; Unless specifically defined herein, the defined
terms used herein shall have the meaning ascribed to them in Appellant Callidus' Memorandum.
A quo judgment at paras 11, 22, 43 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 34, 36, 42].
12 Amended and Restated Initial Order [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 187].
13 Amended and Restated Initial Order at para 12 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 189].
14 Ibid. at para 33 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 192].
13 See for example A quo judgment at paras 39-44 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 41-42].
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Ms. Marie-Claude Lapierre, imposed its own friendly chief operations officer; created a
new Board of Directors composed inter alia of Callidus' Vice-President and Callidus'
lawyer, decided how much capital would get injected into the company, and under what
terms: which creditors would be paid; which sales, production, research and
development initiatives would be aborted and which ones would be pursued.16 Through
its control of the Blocked Account—the operating account through which Bluberi was
compelled to transact for all debits and credits—Callidus directly controlled Bluberi's
finances.' In deciding which creditors to pay and which ones to ignore, Callidus created
the pool of creditors with which Bluberi must now contend. Callidus also decided when,
and whether, to fund Bluberi's payroll.18 Callidus' control of and interest in Bluberi was
so entrenched that it admitted, even prior to the CCAA proceedings, that it would "own
Bluberi soon".19 The Appellant creditors (the "Appellant Creditors") became creditors
as a result of the very actions and faults upon which Bluberi's impending claim is
predicated.26 And Callidus would have a controlling veto in the event of a second
assembly as a result of the very faults that are at the source of said claims.
11.

The SSP, which predictably yielded Callidus' credit bid and the ensuing APA, was

a forgone conclusion; a segue between Callidus' pre-CCAA, de facto equity interest in
and ownership of Bluberi, on one hand, and its official ownership of Bluberi following the
issuance of the Monitor's Certificate in February 2017, on the other hand.
12.

The Appellant Creditors are not at arm's length.21 They are either suppliers,

clients or potential partners of Callidus, or of its principal shareholder, The Catalyst
Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), who is also seeking releases under the impugned plans
of arrangement filed by Callidus, or of the entity referred to as "New Bluberi": BGT III Inc.

16

17
18
19
20
21

Debtors' Petition for the Issuance of an Initial Order at paras 13-14, 20-26, 43-50, 88-92, 118, 145, 153-156, 158
voi 1, at pp 101-103, 107-108, 113, 117, 121-123].
Debtors' Petition for the Issuance of an Initial Order at paras 13-14, 88-92 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 101-103, 113].
Ibid. a: paras 14, 21, 92 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 101-102, 113].
Debtors' Petition for the Issuance of an Initial Order at paras 176-177 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 127] and Exhibit P-13
[R.M., at p 166].
Bluberi Motion at paras 27.4-27.5, 27.9-27.14, 27.17-27.18 [A.M.C., vol 2, at pp 671-674].
Bluberi Motion at paras 27.1, 27.3-27.5, 27.15-27.17, 27.19 [A.M.C., voi 2, at pp 669-671, 673-674]; Exhibit
P-7-A. [A.M.C., vol 3, at p 940] Catalyst is listed as a proposed "Released Party", Schedule A to the Second
Callidus Plan, [A.M.C., vol 2 at p 607].
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and BGT III Canada Inc.), which Callidus owns.22 As for the individuals who contested
the Bluberi Motion, to Appellants' knowledge, these are or were at the time of the
hearing employees of New Bluberi, save for one.23 Other than SMT Hautes
Technologies ("SMT"), which opposes Callidus' motion and plan and supports Bluberi's
initiatives, no other creditors have taken a position in respect of these proceedings.
13.

Moreover, in consideration for their support and the successful implementation of

the second plan of arrangement filed by Callidus in February 2018 (the "Second
Callidus Plan"), Callidus is assuming legal fees and costs incurred by the Appellant
Creditors for the purposes of these proceedings.24
14.

The Appeflant Creditors expressed no interest in the Bluberi CCAA Proceedings

and never retained counsel until the September 2017 Interim Financing Application, and
even hen, only Deloitte became involved.25 Indeed, Deloitte was ostensibly recruited for
the purposes of acting as Co-Petitioner to Callidus' Initial Plan Application of September
2017, Callidus clearly recognizing that it was cast in the awkwardly complicated and
multi-hatted roles of petitioner, respondent, sponsor of the plan, alleged creditor, new
owner of Bluberi, defendant in the impending litigation, released party, subsidiary of
another released party, contester of all Bluberi motions, and party with the purported
veto power to make it all go away. As for the others, until February 2018, the only indicia
of any position taken by any creditor, including Deloitte and I.G.T., were either
supportive of Bluberi's initiatives (the so-called "Litigation Alternative"), or indifferent.26
15.

In the nearly three years since the CCAA process began until a few months ago,

Callidus never attempted to negotiate with or offer anything to the stakeholders, and
showed no concern for their plight.27 Although the a quo judge chronicles some of
22
23

24

25
26
27

Bluberi Motion at para 27.3 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 670].
!dem. Inexplicably, between the time of the hearing of February 16, 2018 and the filing of proceedings before this
Court, at least two former members of the Appellant Creditors, namely Les Agences T.L.S. Inc. and Tommy
Hamel, abandoned these proceedings (no discontinuance or other form of notice was provided).
Second Callidus Plan, at section 4.7 [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 602]. Under this plan, up to $50,000 is being paid by
Callidus to the Appellant Creditors within 30 days after the Plan Implementation Date. It is unknown what
arrangement, if any, Callidus has with McCarthy Tetrault or the Appellant Creditors outside the purview of the
Second Callidus Plan or for the purposes of this appeal.
Bluberi Motion at paras 27.15-27.16 [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 673].
See Exhibits P-13 and P-15 [A.M.C., vol 3, at p 965 and p 979].
A quo judgment, at para 44 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 42].
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Callidus' actions,28 the inventory of ever-evolving positions taken by Callidus throughout
these proceedings also includes the following.
16.

Callidus vigorously contested the Initial Application with a view towards taking

sole control of Bluberi. In its zealousness—oblivious as it was to the exigencies of the
regulatory framework at play and to the consequences of its actions—Callidus would
have, out for the initiatives of Bluberi itself or those of the Monitor, caused the demise of
the entire business. With hindsight, given the strict regulatory framework, Callidus came
to realize this was a foolish proposition.
17.

Callidus subsequently sought the appointment of an Interim Receiver when the

negotiations surrounding the APA were not progressing to its liking. Later, as a second
attempt to compel Bluberi to acquiesce to its demands in the context of the APA
negotiations, Callidus petitioned the court for a premature vesting and approval order.
Bluberi contested this motion principally on the basis that this would be reckless as it
would result in the loss of the enterprise and all jobs.29 Owing to pressure exerted on all
parties by the a quo judge, the hearing was adjourned to allow for further negotiations.39
One of the major considerations for Bluberi in the context of the APA negotiations were
the Bluberi Retained Claims, the realization of which Bluberi is now seeking.
18.

Callidus sought the termination of the CCAA Proceedings on numerous

occasions, repeatedly taking the position that there was no hope for restructuring and
"no germ of a plan"31 yet reported to its shareholders that it was supporting Bluberi's
initiatives and CCAA process.32 It advocated for Bluberi's bankruptcy.33
19.

Both the First Callidus Plan and Second Callidus Plan came as a surprise to all

the active players in the process including the court, the Monitor, and the Respondents.

28
29
30
31

32

33

A quo judgment, at paras 38-42 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 41-42].
Bluberi's Contestation to Callidus Motion for Vesting Order at paras 1, 12 [R.M., at pp 81, 84].
Minutes of the hKirirg held on June 15t, 2016 [R.M., at p 90].
Amended and Restated Initial Order at para 24 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 190]; Minutes of the hearing held on
December 15, 2015 at pp 6-7 [R.M., at p 36]; Judgment rendered on May 25, 2017 at paras 7, 8 f) [A.M.C., vol 1,
at pp 282-283].
Bluberi's Contestation to Callidus' Motion for the Appointment of an Interim Receiver dated May 30, 2016, at para
15 b)(ii), c), d) [R.M., at pp 51-52].
See the a quo judgment at para 42 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 42]. Judgment rendered on May 25, 2017 at para 7
[A.M.C., vol 1, at p 282].
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Conversely, Bluberi telegraphed its intention to sue Callidus throughout the CCAA
process, taking great care to ensure that, among all the assets taken by Callidus, the
Bluberi Retained Claims would remain in the Respondents' patrimony.34
20.

Callidus applied the full amount of its purported debt—which had ballooned to

$134 million by the time the Transaction closed, due to the exorbitant interest rates
imposed—to the credit bid.36 Callidus made sure to look after its own interests in the
context of this transaction, discharging its debt (less $3 million, to ensure that it can
pursue the suretyships against Duhamel and force him into bankruptcy), laying off
employees and ignoring the plight of creditors.36 Callidus could have structured the APA
or the credit bid so as to address the claims of the creditors, who are now instead
offered, collectively, approximately 2% of the value recovered by Callidus.
21.

Nine months passed between the closing of the Transaction and Bluberi's filing of

the Interim Financing Application.37 Throughout those months, Callidus lay idle. When
Bluberi announced it had achieved the objective it had been openly working towards
since November 2015, Callidus resuscitated its obstructionist practices and reacted by
immediately filing a plan of arrangement.38
22.

This attempt was defeated at the creditors' meeting of December 15, 2017.39

Callidus returned to its idle state until Bluberi's next move. Once again, Bluberi's
initiatives ignited in Callidus renewed interest in the CCAA proceedings. Then, four days
before the hearing scheduled before the a quo judge on the Bluberi Motion, and again
without consulting anyone, Callidus purported to file a new plan of arrangement.4°
23.
64

35
36
37
38
39

40

The Second Callidus Plan is essentially identical to the first: the Settlement Fund

A quo judgment, at para 4C [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 41]; Appendix E to the Fourth Monitor's Report dated March 28,
2016 [R.M., at p 211]; Application for the Issuance of an Approval and Vesting Order and for Extension of the Stay
of Proceedings, at paras 35-36 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 265].
Exhibit P-2 [A.M.C., vol 3, at p 851].
Monitor Report dated February 14, 2018, at para 17 [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at p 513].
Debtors' Application for the Issuance of an Order Extending the Stay of Proceedings and Authorizing an Interim
Financing [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 287].
A quo judgment at para 43 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 42].
Monitor Report dated February 14, 2018, at paras 28-29 [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at p 515]; Minutes of the hearing held
on February 16, 2018, at p 2 (9:27) [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 690]; A quo judgment, at para 15 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 3435]
Appellants' Motion for an order for the convening, holding and conduct of a creditors' meeting and extension of the
stay period [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 564].
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is increased slightly but contains an offer to pay substantial legal fees of the Appellant
Creditors in consideration for their support. Crucially however, Callidus now purports to
be allowed to vote in favour of its plan—something which it did not previously dare
assert41—since it now knows that, unless it is permitted to put its thumb on the scales,
its plan is doomed to failure. It is notable that Callidus invests all these resources and
monies to purchase releases, even as it claims the impending lawsuit is without merit.
24.

The Second Callidus Plan offers to pay a certain category of creditors, those with

a claim of $3,000 or less, in full. Unsurprisingly, all creditors in this unofficial class of
creditors voted in favour of the First Callidus Plan. Despite the prospect of receiving a
distribution, seven former employees voted against the First Callidus Plan,42 and the
eighth creditor to do so, SMT,

43

the largest unsecured creditor, declared to the Court

that it would vote against the Second Callidus Plan."
25.

Respondents at all times acted in good faith and cooperated with Callidus, the

Monitor, and others to ensure a smooth transition as Callidus was preparing to formalize
its ownership of Bluberi, which took more than nine months.45 Due to the regulatory
constraints and the fact that Bluberi's licenses were attached to Duhamel, Duhamel
accepted to stay at the company out of good faith, even as Callidus had reduced his
salary, to allow Callidus to navigate the regulatory framework of the industry. He did all
of this with a view towards one day being able to prosecute the Bluberi Retained Claims.
Duhamel has acted without reproach and comes before the Court with clean hands. It is
hard to say the same of Callidus.
PART
26.

ISSUES iN DISPUTE
Bearing in mind the issues raised in first instance before the a quo judge, the

issues:.ender appeal are as follows:

41

Monitor Report dated February 14, 2018, at paras 30-31 [A.M.1GT., vol 2, at p 515].
Exhibit P-1 [A.M.C., vol 3, at p 841]; Monitor Report dated February 14, 2018, at paras 28-29 [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at
p 515].
43 Idcm; A quo judgment at para 16 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 35].
44
A quo judgment, at para 57 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 45].
45
Application for the Issuance of an Order Extending the Stay of Proceedings and for the Discharge of the Chief
Restructuring Officer dated February 13, 2017, at paras 17, 29, 33, 35 [R.M., at pp 97, 99-100].
42
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A, Did the a quo judge err in law in denying Callidus the ability to submit the
Second Callidus Plan and the right to vote on the Second Callidus Plan?
B. Did the a quo judge err in law in authorizing the LFA and the Litigation
Financing Charge without submitting same to a vote by the creditors?
C. Did the a quo judge err in law in approving the terms of the LFA and
ordering the communication of only a rec
PART III:
27.

ted version thereof?

SUBMISSIONS

It is necessary to first revisit the standard of review applicable to appeals of

interlocutory decisions rendered in CCAA matters, as well as the principles governing
the discretionary powers of CCAA courts. As a threshold issue, the following preliminary
discussion applies, and must be borne in mind when examining all the questions raised
by Appellants. It informs all of the analysis required to dispose of the appeal.
28.

It is trite law that appellate courts owe a considerable level of deference to the

discretion of judges exercising their authority under the CCAA.L6 It is precisely due to the
highly idiosyncratic, dynamic, incremental, and often timely nature of CCAA proceedings
that those are supervised by and conducted under the auspices of a single "supervisory"
judge, who, knowing the history and evolution of the file, can undertake "the careful and
delicate balancing of numerous interests."47 An appellate court ought not interfere with
the discretionary authority of CCAA courts unless it "reaches the clear conclusion that
there has been a wrongful exercise of authority or there is a fundamental question of the
lower court's jurisdiction"; "intervention is justified only for an error in principle or the
unreasonable exercise of discretion." [emphasis added]48
29.

46

"
48

One of the principal functions of the judge supervising CCAA proceedings is to

Bridging Finance Inc. v Beton Brunet 2001 inc., 2017 QCCA 138 at paras 23, 30; De Lage Landen Financial
Services Canada Inc. v Royal Bank of Canada, 2010 ABCA 394 at paras 13-14 ; 6926614 Canada Inc.
(Enterprises Tag) (arragement relatif a), 2014 QCCA 1532 at paras 22, 26; Cash Store Financial Services Inc
(Re), 2014 ONCA 834; In Re New Skeena Forest Products, 2005 BCCA 192 at para 20.
Sarra, supra note 8 at p 181.
Ibid. at p 181; In Re Grant Forest Products Inc. v The Toronto-Dominion Bank, 2015 ONCA 570 at para 98; In Re
New Skeena Forest Products, 2005 BCCA 192 at paras 20, 26; Crystallex (Re), 2012 ONCA 404, at paras 70, 82,
leave to appeal to the SCC rejected, 34872, September 27, 2012.
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"attempt to balance the interests of various stakeholders during the process, [...I."49
Seeing as "CCAA proceedings are dynamic in nature and the supervising judge has
intimate knowledge of the reorganization process,"5° the authority of the appellate courts
will be used sparingly.51 In Re Edgewater Casino, Tysoe, J.A. granted leave to appeal,
finding that these principles of deference did not apply in that case because, unlike the
present circumstances, "the knowledge gained by the CCAA judge during the
reorganization process was not relevant to his decisions, which involved events that
occurred prior to the commencement of the CCAA proceeding"52 and, secondly,
because the questions raised by the appeal were strictly matters of law, pertaining to the
interpretation of two clauses in a commercial lease—an issue entirely divorced from the
CCAA restructuring.
30.

The a quo judge relied exclusively on his direct observations and knowledge of

the process, from the initial order until the hearing, to render a decision which is
necessarily informed by the specificity of the case. The a quo judge rendered a detailed
and reasoned judgment, after having chronicled a representative sample of the facts at
play and of the relevant legal principles. Given the applicable standard of appellate
review, Appellants would normally be compelled to argue that the a quo judge exercised
his discretion unreasonably. Cognizant of the fact that this approach is doomed to fail,
Appellants instead resort to the specious argument that the a quo judge violated an
allegedly finite and explicit rule of law obliging him to grant Appellants the relief they
seek and denying fluberi the relief its seeks.
31.

As for the other prong, i.e.: the "error in principle", unfortunately for Appellants,

there is no such principle in law (in the CCAA or jurisprudence developed under it) which
binds courts in such a way as to prescribe, as a rule, that any creditor can present or
sponsor any number of plans and vote in their favour, or that approval of funding is the
purview of the creditors and not of the courts. At best, the jurisprudence contains rulings
spanning the entire spectrum of possible outcomes, precisely because of the
49
50
51
52

Sarra, supra note 8 at p 183.
ldem, citing Re Edgwater Casino Inc., 2009 BCCA 40.
Ibid. at pp 183-184.
Re Edgwater Casino Inc., 2009 BCCA 40, at para 25.
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aforementioned idiosyncrasies. In the absence of such a principle, the a quo judge could
not have "erred in principle".
32.

In fact, as set forth below, if one were to seek statutory direction on the issue,

there are far more indices of the legislator's intention to forbid the type of maneuvering
sought by Callidus than there are grounds to support it. In addition, a proper
interpretation of the CCAA based ordinary meaning and a purposive approach confirms
that restrictions on judicial discretion must be express. Amendments to the CCAA in
2009 clarified that s. 11 powers were "subject to the restrictions set out in this Act".53
33.

Finally, when considering the famously purposive approach required when

interpreting the CCAA, and the remedial objectives of the statute, deference to the
CCAA court becomes more important. This case epitomizes why the CCAA is described
as "skeletal in nature." Although hackneyed, the expression is apt: Courts and litigants
require the flexibility afforded by the CCAA, "a remedial legislation entitled to a liberal
interpretation", which is "intended to provide a structured environment for the negotiation
of compromises between a debtor company and its creditors for the benefit of both" and
to "prevent any maneuvers for positioning among the creditors during the period
required to develop a plan and obtain approval of creditors".54 As such, the a quo
judge's reasoning and rulings were entirely in keeping with the objectives of the CCAA.
A. Did the a quo judge err in law in denying Callidus the ability to submit the
Second Callidus Plan and the right to vote on the Second Callidus Plan?
34.

While there is no "hard and fast" rule governing the issues at hand, the

jurisprudence has developed guidelines for deciding whether and when to grant relief in
the context of CCAA matters.
35.

Citing the Supreme Court of Canada in Century Services, Michaud J. aptly noted

that "the requirements of appropriateness, good faith, and due diligence are baseline

53
54

Centuy Services, supra note 7 at para 68; North American Tungsten Corporation v Global Tungsten and Powders
Corp, 2015 BCCA 426 at paras 14, 30, 34.
Re 4519922 Canada Inc, 2015 ONSC 124, at para 54.
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considerations that a court must always bear in mind when exercising CCAA
authority"55:
[70] [...] Courts should be mindful that chances for successful
reorganizations are enhanced where participants achieve common ground
and all stakeholders are treated as advantageously and fairly as the
circumstances permit. [emphasis added]56
36.

In considering Caliidus' applications and the relief being sought by Bluberi, the a

quo judge reviewed some of Callidus' conduct in these proceedings, as appears from
paragraphs 38 to 48 of the a quo judgment. Among those factors considered was the
fact that Callidus repeatedly showed up in Court with surprise motions and unanticipated
ideas; the process was replete with self-serving machinations designed to advance
Callidus' interests only, to the detriment of the Debtors and the other stakeholders. At no
point did Callidus ever try to find "common ground" with the Debtors, except perhaps to
make the concession of carving out the Bluberi Retained Claims when negotiating the
APA—which, in hindsight, was nothing more than a fig leaf. The Bluberi Retained
Claims would be rendered illusory if Callidus is allowed to obtain a release of those
claims from Bluberi's creditors, as it proposes to.
37.

Recently, in Target Canada Co. (Re), Morawetz, J. refused to allow a plan of

arrangement to be submitted to the creditors on the basis that the applicant had not
acted in a fair and transparent manner:
[72] It is incumbent upon the court, in its supervisory role, to ensure that
the CCAA process unfolds in a fair and transparent manner. It is in this
area that this Plan falls short. 67 [emphasis added]
38.

The corollary to the requirements of transparency and fairness is that of the

"building blocks," implicit in and inherent to all CCAA decisions, as explained in Target:
-79] This is not a situation where a debtor is using the CCAA to
compromise claims of creditor. Rather, this is an attempt to use the CCAA
as a means to secure a release of Target Corporation from its liabilities
under the guarantees [...]

55
56
57

Century Services, supra note 7 at para 70; see also Sarra, supra note 8 at p 15.
Century Services, supra note 7 at para 70.
Re Target Canada Co., 2016 ONSC 316 at para 72.
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[80] Paragraph 19A arose in a post-CCAA filing environment; with each
interested party carefully negotiating its position. The fact that the
agreement to include paragraph 19A in the Amended and Restated Order
was reached in a post-filing environment is significant [...] In my view,
there was never any doubt that Target Canada and Target Corporation
were aware of the implications of paragraph 19A and by proposing this
Plan, Target Canada and Target Corporation seek to override the
provisions of paragraph 19A. [.. .]
[81] The CCAA process is one of building blocks. In this proceedings, a
stay has been granted and a plan developed. During these proceedings,
this court has made number of orders. It is essential that court orders
made during CCAA proceedings be respected. In this case, the Amended
Restated Order was an order that was heavily negotiated by sophisticated
parties. [...] Certain parties now wish to restate the terms of the negotiated
orders. Such a development would run counter to the building block
approach underlying these proceedings since the outset.58 [emphasis
added]
39.

In the case at bar, Callidus was "aware of the implications of the APA, which was

negotiated fiercely by both parties; the carve out with respect to the Bluberi Retained
Claims was the most important attribute of the APA from the Respondents' perspective.
The Court issued an order ratifying the APA, after having forced the parties to return to
the negotiating table, so that a mutually agreeable order could be rendered. Michaud, J.
subsequently issued several orders, namely stay orders, to allow Bluberi to seek
financing and pursue the Bluberi Retained Claims.59 Had the Respondents been able to
predict that Callidus would later purport to file a plan to eradicate the very existence of
the Bluberi Retained Claims, it would not have entered into the APA; it would not have
invested a great deal of resources to see the CCAA process to this penultimate stage.6°
It stands to reason that, without the crucial component of the Bluberi Retained Claims,
the Monitor would not have recommended the ratification of the APA, and the Court
would not have rendered all the orders it did had it known that the Bluberi Retained
Claims were to be treated by Callidus as a disposable concession.

58
59
60

Ibid. at paras 80-81.
See fo' example: Judgment rendered on May 25, 2017 at paras 7, 8 f) [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 282-283].
Debtors' Application for the Issuance of an Approval and Vesting Order and for extension of the stay of
prcceedings at paras 35-36 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 255].
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Many stakeholders, including Bluberi, its shareholders, SMT and, most recently,

Bentham, took decisions and made significant investments on the legitimate premise
that prior orders meant something and that the parameters they established would be
uphelc.61 Bentham and Duhamel in particular, invested heavily on the premise that the
Bluberi Retained Claims were part and parcel of the restructuring process, especially
after the creditors had voted against the First Callidus Plan.
41.

It is misleading for the Appellant Creditors, who were completely uninvolved and

absent throughout these proceedings until after Bluberi filed the Bluberi Application
(except for Deloitte, who got involved after the Interim Financing Application), to invoke
the 'building blocks" doctrine62 and to claim that "the parties" have been operating on the
basis that creditor approval would be sought for the Litigation Alternative: Deloitte and
IGT were actively in contact with Bluberi's principals and counsel throughout the
summer and fall of 2017, and had in fact supported the approach envisaged by Bluberi,
until they were ostensibly recruited and changed their positions.63 Moreover, the
Litigation alternative was the very subject of the representations made at the December
2017 creditors' meeting, as each party jockeyed for support and explained to the
creditors the consequences of each possible outcome.64 Those who were present at the
meeting heard from the Monitor and Bluberi's counsel, just as all other creditors and the
public could have read in the December 8, 2017 Monitor's Report,65 that Bluberi had
every intention of suing Callidus; that it was on the verge of securing financing; and that
this would follow its normal course in the CCAA Court, without seeking creditor approval.
42.

It would be unconscionable and in violation of the spirit and guiding principles of

the CCAA to allow Callidus to have a "second kick at the can", especially after "lying in
the weeds" for so long and doing nothing to contribute to the process or the plight of the
creditors. Callidus' approach in this case evokes the reproaches of Newbould, J., in
61
62
63
64
65

On this issue; see also Re White Birch Paper Holding Company, 2012 OCCS 1679, at paras 230, 236.
Appel ants IGT et al's Argument at para 15 [A.M.IGT., vol 1, at p 8].
Blube-i Motion at paras 27.15-27.16 [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 673], and Exhibits P-13 and P-15 [A.M.C., vol 3, at p 965
and p 979].
Monitor Report dated February 14, 2018 at para 27 [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at p 515].
Monitor Report dated December 8, 2017, at para 46 and Appendix A [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at pp 504-505, 507]. The
creditors' acceptance of the Litigation Alternative was more than tacit; it was explicitly presented as the inevitable
consequence of a defeated Callidus Plan.
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another matter involving Catalyst,66 cited by Hainey, J., in yet another matter involving
Catalyst, in which both courts, deploring Catalyst's proclivity for "litigation by instalment",
denied Catalyst's attempts to have a "second bite at the cherry' when it had ample
opportunity to previously "put its best foot forward":
[36] [...] To lie in the weeds until the hearing of the application and assert
such a right to stop the plan of arrangement is troubling indeed and not
acting in good faith. Waiting and seeing how things are going in the
litigation process before springing a new theory at the last moment is not to
be encouraged. Apart from the statement of Mr. Riley that the information
was first learned in the material in this application, which was not true, no
evidence has been given by Catalyst to explain why this new intended
claim was not brought sooner.67
43.

Turning to the question as to whether Callidus should vote in favour of its plan,

the a quo judge wrote, in obiter, that had it been necessary to decide the issue, he
would not have been inclined to decide that a creditor is prevented from voting on its
own plan of arrangement. While the CCAA is indeed silent on the matter, there are two
provisions that could have guided the a quo judge otherwise. Subsection 22(3) CCAA
precludes a creditor who is related to the debtor company to vote for a plan of
compromise relating to the company. In light of the specific facts of this case, including
the level of involvement exerted by Callidus over Bluberi and the de facto control it had
over Bluberi even prior to the CCAA, as well as the quasi-ownership it enjoyed from the
execution of the APA until the closing of the Transaction, Callidus can reasonably be
deemed a related person, within the meaning of subsection 4(2) BIA. In many material
respects, Callidus was the company; it controlled and dictated the entire complexion of
the CCAA proceedings, having previously, and during the CCAA, in effect operated the
company, decided the composition of the pool of creditors, and controlled Bluberi's cash
flow. In this unique circumstance, Callidus was at least related to Bluberi; it was not an
arm's length financier. In this case, the tentacles of Callidus are such that the "bonds of

66
67

Rs MV-Bowline Group Corp, 2016 ONSC 669, at para 59.
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v VimpelCom Ltd., 2018 ONSC 2471, at para 36. See also paras 52, 53, and 75.
Interestingly, here too, Cal]idus makes the surprising and false assertion that it did not know Bluberi intended to
prosecute the Bluberi Retained Claims. Note that Callidus and its parent, Catalyst, have overlapping principals.
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dependence, control or influence"68 are most certainly present.
44.

Moreover, it is trite law that the CCAA must be interpreted in harmony with the

BIA, and that where the CCAA is silent on certain matters, the BRA guides the Courts as
to the legislators' intentions.69 Under the BRA, only the debtor may make proposals to its
creditors, and creditors that are related to the debtor may not vote for a proposa1.76
Though CCAA courts have in certain circumstances allowed creditors to submit plans on
behalf of the debtor, and sometimes to vote on such plan, this surely ought to be the
exception rather than the rule, if any consideration is to given to the BRA rule, which
prohibits such actions.
45.

Pndeed, even stipulating that Callidus could propose a plan and use its vote to tip

the scales to force its approval, there are a multitude of layers of indecency affecting the
reasonableness and fairness of its plan. Callidus, a defendant in an impending claim
exceeding $200 million, wants a second opportunity to submit a plan, substantially
similar to one that was already defeated, in order to obtain releases from such liability,
via the vote of third parties with no interest in giving or denying such releases, which
releases would provide for relatively insignificant consideration (2% of the value of the
claim) and no reciprocal releases. Moreover, it is using its current influence and
commercial leverage as owner of New Bluberi, as well as payments to the Appellant
Creditors and preferential payments to a certain category of creditors, to ensure the
approval of the plan. All this, in a context where there are serious allegations71 as to
Callidus' designs to drive Bluberi into insolvency. Appellants make the circular
reasoning72 that the creditors have an interest in the releases since they have an
interest in getting (some) money as the price for the release which the creditors would
approve for and on behalf of Bluberi. This only means the creditors have an interest in
receiving some money; Callidus is the only one with an interest in the releases, to the
detriment of Bluberi, which would get neither money nor a release.
68
69
70
71

72

Proposition de Liquid Nutrition Franchising Corporation, 2017 QCCS 1928 at para 46.
Sun lndalex Finance, LLC v United Steelworkers, 2013 SCC 6 at paras 51, 136; Century Services, supra note 7.
Bankftptcy and insolvency Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. B-3, s 50.1 and subsection 54(3).
A quo ,udgment at para 42 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 42]; Debtor's Application for the Issuance of an Order Extending
the Stay of Proceedings at paras 7, 8f) [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 282-283].
Appellants IGT et al's Argument at para 40 [A.MJGT., vol 1, at p 19].
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Another factual reality with which the a quo judge was forced to contend is the

deadlock between the parties. If Callidus were allowed to vote, it would defeat any
Bluberi plan. Similarly, SMT, having voted against the First Callidus Plan, and preferring
Bluberi's plan,73 stated at the hearing that it would vote against any Second Callidus
Plan, thereby defeating any other Callidus plan.74 The well-established principle that the
"parties generally know what is in their best interests,"76 has been invoked to justify
deference by the courts to the will of the creditors as determined by the formal voting
process, and a refusal to "second guess the business people."76 In the case at bar, the
will of the creditors against the Callidus plan has been duly expressed and recorded. On
this issue, Callidus betrayed its own understanding of what would be appropriate: in the
context of the First Callidus Plan, it did not dare purport to have voting rights.77 It only
changed its position on the law when it became expedient to do so.
47.

Appellants blindly cite various cases as authority for the proposition that Callidus

must be allowed to vote on its own plan, without examining the reasons why the courts
reached given conclusions. Ultimately, the court must determine whether Callidus would
cast its vote for an improper purpose and whether it would result in a substantial
injustice. As the acknowledged cornerstone and raison d'être of both Callidus Plans is to
obtain releases for Callidus and related entities alone—not to effect any restructuring
per se or to rehabilitate the debtors—it is clear that the purpose sought by Callidus' vote
is "collateral to the purpose for which the bankruptcy and insolvency legislation was
enacted by Parliament."78 In Laserworks, the court analyzed the rationale, or common
denominator, between the various statutory prohibitions on voting rights, noting that,
while 'the statutory exceptions are not a code exhausting the forms in which substantial
injustice may manifest itself',79 "many of these exceptions arise from circumstances that

73

74
/5
76
77
78
79

Appellants, in their arguments, make much ado of the use of the term "plan" by Bluberi in prior motion materials,
conflating its use here and in prior motion materials in the colloquial sense, on one hand, with the juridical term,
usua:ly capitalized, referring to a CCAA Plan of Compromise or Arrangement.
A quo judgment at para 57 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 45].
Sarrs, supra note 8 at p 531.
Canadian Airlines Corp. (Re), 2000 ABQB 442 at para 97.
Monitor Report dated February 14, 2018, at paras 30-31 [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at p 515].
3004376 Nova Scotia Ltd v Laserworks Computer Services Inc., 1998 CanLII 2550 at p 13 (CA NS).
/dem.
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could give rise to conflict of interest."80 Callidus, as the target of the Bluberi Retained
Claims, is in a conflict of interest when it votes to release itself from those very claims.
48.

Appellants cite the plan of compromise concluded in Montreal, Maine & Atlantic,

to draw a simplistically linear equivalence between the two files. Much like this case, the
cross-border MMA case was unique in many respects. It was a creditor-driven file, as
the equity holders had no interest in the outcome; the released party did not vote on its
own plan; and the court was not called upon to consider the interests of the debtor and
its shareholders when sanctioning the plan. Crucially, the Monitor strongly supported the
released party's plan. Moreover, the plan resulted from extensive prior stakeholder
negotiations, as the parties sought to settle as many claims as possible before using the
plan to obtain releases in respect of certain parties only, and by consensus. MMA was,
in this respect, a model of cooperation to seek "common ground." The supervising judge
did not have to consider any issue of disproportion between the consideration given for
the releases and the value of the released claims. In the case at bar, the disproportion is
unconscionable; there is no consensus; the Monitor does not support the Second
Callidus Plan; and Callidus did not cooperate or consult prior to submitting its plan,
which is vehemently opposed by the largest creditor and the debtors.
49.

Appellants refer to the Blackburn81 case in support for the proposition that the

Court should not consider the conduct of the parties.82 The fact that Appellants submit
that Callidus' bad faith and lack of transparency should be overlooked is telling enough,
but their premise is patently false.83 If anything, Blackburn—like all of the other cases
cited in this appeal—confirms only that the most important exercise the courts should
undertake, and which the supervisory judge is best placed to conduct, is an analysis of
the "baseline considerations" described above to determine whether the plan is fair and
reasonable in the specific circumstances of a given case.84

80
81
82

ldem.
Blackburn Developments Ltd (Re), 2011 BCSC 1671.
Appellants IGT et al's Argument at para 39 [A.M.IGT., vol 1, at p 18].

83

Supra note 81, at paras 32, 35, 38.

84

Banque de Montreal c TMI-L-ducaction.com inc. (Syndic de), 2014 QCCA 1431 at paras 61-75 ; Triage TRI.M.
Itee, Re, 2003 CarswellQue 1273 at paras 76, 81 97 (CS); Doman Industries Ltd, Re, 2003 BCSC 376 at paras 9,
31, 33.
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Appellants also refer to the 1991 Teac85 decision and the 1992 Cantrex86 decision

to support their argument that, just as the creditors in those cases were allowed to vote
to defeat a proposal under the BIA, Callidus should also be allowed to vote in favour of
its own plan to defeat the lawsuit.87 Although superficially alluring, the comparisons to
these cases are facile, especially when attempting to transpose them to CCAA matters,
where s.11 CCAA seeks to grant CCAA courts even broader authority and flexibility,
precisely so as to prevent "substantial injustices" or inequitable outcomes. Moreover, in
these cases, finding no such flexibility under the BIA, the Quebec courts did not consider
the baseline considerations—a conclusion which appears debatable today in light of
subsequent legislative amendments and jurisprudential evolution.
51.

in fact, a careful reading of Cantrex reveals that a crucial premise of the Court's

ratio was that it could not go outside the strict parameters of the BIA, which a priori
allows creditors to vote as they please; that it did not have equitable jurisdiction to
remedy the consequence of the vote. The Court did not consider the notion of improper
purpose in its analysis. When called upon by the respondent to exercise its equitable
jurisdiction, under a prior version of s. 183(1) BIA, the Court, relying on a prior decision
of Louis De Blois, J., in 125258 Canada inc.,88 wherein he appeared to conclude that the
Court did not have such jurisdiction, ruled the same way.89 Guthrie, J., in Castor
Holdings, held rather that it is "not necessary to bolster the general jurisdiction of the
Superior Court by importing the foreign concept of jurisdiction 'in equity'. Qu6bec civil
law simply gives the Superior Court all the powers required by it for the exercise of this
general jurisdiction." 90
52.

Thankfully, in 2001, the Federal Law-Civil Law Harmonization Act, No 191

provided clarity on the matter and, in adding the current subsection 183(1.1) BIA,
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

B6dard Louis inc. v Teac Canada Ltd., 1991 CanLII 3533 (CA QC).
Meublerie Andr6 Viger inc. v Groupe Cantrex inc., 1992 CanL II 2899 (CA QC).
Appe.lants IGT et al's Argument at paras 33-34 [A.M.IGT., vol 1, at p 16]; Appellant Callidus' Argument at paras
50-57 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 14-17].
(Formaly Cast North America Ltd) (In Re): Bissegger Banque Royale du Canada, [1986] RJQ 1666 (CS), appeal
dismissed [1990] RJQ 1547 (CA), leave to appeal to SCC refused (February 7, 1991).
Supra note 86, at paras 36-38. It seems to have been overlooked that De Blois, J., at page 32, had in fact
concluded that the Superior Court does have jurisdiction in equity, but that it is to be used with circumspection.
Castcr Holdings Ltd (faillite de), 1999 CanLII 11314 (SC QC) at para 21.
SC 2001, c 4.
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removed any debate as to whether or not the Quebec Superior Court is vested with
analogous powers. In Montreal Fast Print Ltd. (Syndic de), Rousseau-Houle, J.C.A.,
shed some light on the reasons for the courts' prior approach:
L'ancienne disposition de ['article 183(1) L.F.I. ne visait donc qu'a assurer
que les cours superieures de common law exercent leur competence en
droit et en equity lorsqu'elles exercent leur competence generale. Cet
article n'accordait pas a is Cour superieure du Quebec, quand elle exerce
sa competence en matiere de faillite, un pouvoir additionnel a celui qu'elle
possede déja. La modification etait ineanmoins attendue, car pour un
civiliste l'« equity » ne peut remplacer la reqle de droit.92 [emphasis added]
53.

The perceived rigidity of the "regle de droit" as a single source of authority to

grant relief under the BIA explains the seemingly obsolete result arrived at in Cantrex
and Teac. Limited as the Court was in Cantrex by the arguments put before it, the Court
reaso led that if the claim was valid, the creditor could vote, and, if it was not, the
creditor could not vote. Adopting the same binary approach, the courts in Teac and
Toitures JMD Toulouse inc.93 did not look beyond the creditor's status as such.
However, as evidenced by the 2003 decision in the Triage T.R.I.M. Lt6e.94, the
jurisprudence under the BIA has evolved towards a more purposive approach along the
lines of Laserworks, where the court concluded that the BIA had "a system of specific
exceptions coupled with a discretionary power in the courts to remedy substantial
injustice."95 In any event, the CCAA unquestionably requires the court to examine much
more than the mere credentials of the creditor, including the creditor's conduct and the
impact of the plan on the stakeholders as a whole.
54.

In Blackburn,96 and, recently in Liquid Nutrition,97 the courts appropriately looked

at the facts and circumstances of the case to determine if it should allow a vote. In
Blackburn, finding that there was no reproachable conduct by Streetwise, the judge
allowed its vote. In Liquid Nutrition, Mongeon, J. found that the "integrity of the process"
was "being put to use in a manner inconsistent with the general commercial morality' of
92
93
94
95
96
97

Wasserman stotland bratt grossbaum & pinsky Inc. c Edifice 9500 Inc.,2003 CanLII 29855 (CA QC), at para 70.
Toitures JMD Toulouse inc. (Proposition de), 2008 ()GCS 3697.
Triage T.R.I.M. 'tee, Re, 2003 CarswellQue 1273.
Supra note 78 at p 18.
Supra note 81.
Proposition de Liquid Nutrition Franchising Corporation, 2017 QCCS 1928, at paras 75-81.
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the BIA; the proposed released parties who were sponsoring the BIA proposal were not
in good faith; some of the proposed released parties were third parties with no nexus to
the process; and the voting party was using the BIA process to obtain something it could
not otherwise obtain if not for said process.
55.

In the case of Metcalfe & Mansfield,98 no less than the public's confidence in the

Canadian financial system was at play. The Court of Appeal deferred to the CCAA
judge, acknowledging he "had been living with and supervising" the restructuring from its
outset and was "intimately attuned to its dynamics".99 The court noted the "uniqueness
of the plan";10° the fact that the releases proposed were "very closely related' to the very
rehabilitation of the debtors was dispositive.101 Finally, the Court of Appeal noted that
the motions judge forced the parties to negotiate a "fraud carve out" to prevent the
released parties from obtaining releases for false representations made to induce
purchases. The cornerstone of Bluberi's impending lawsuit is precisely that Callidus
made misrepresentations to induce Bluberi to contract loans and make concessions,
based on false pretenses as to Callidus' approach to lending.102
56.

In Charles-Auguste Fortier, the facts were also dispositive103 in the court's

conclusion that the plan—which received an "appui massif',104 including from the
debtor—was fair and beneficial to the debtor.105 Similarly, the plan of arrangement in
Canadian Red Cross was essentially unopposed, heavily negotiated for two years,
supported by the Monitor, and deemed to "balance the various competing interests in an
equitable fashion."106 The a quo judge properly distinguished the highly factual Canadian
Airlines decision, which was also rendered prior to the 2009 amendments.107

98
99

1°°
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Metcalfe & Mansfield Alternative Investments II Corp. (Re), 2008 ONCA 587.
Ibid. at paras 107-108.
Ibid. at para 56.
Ibid. at paras 72, 82, 89.
A quo judgment at para 60, siting para 88 (a) of the Debtors' Application [A.M.C., voi 1, at pp 46-48].
Charles August Fortier Inc. (Arrangement relatif a), 2008 QCCS 5388 at para 37.
Ibid. at paras 3, 43 and 50.
Ibid. at para 41.
Canadian Red Cross Society (Re), 2000 CanLII 22488 (SC Ont) at paras 11, 13, 20, 23-27.
A quo judgment, at para 49 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 43].
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On the related issue of the shareholders' standing, Callidus' fixation on Duhamel

personally108

is

both curious and futile, as the interests of the debtors and of other

creditors alone are sufficient to counterbalance Callidus' nefarious purposes. In any
event, it is settled law that a court must analyse unfairness to the debtor's shareholders
when determining whether a plan is fair and reasonable.109 Moreover, there is nothing in
the LFA that puts Duhamel ahead of the creditors.
58.

Crucially, none of the cases cited by Appellants involved situations wherein plans

were to be filed in the face of objections of the debtor company. In Crystallex,11°
although it was argued before him, Newbould, J. declined to deal with the issue raised
by Crystallex as to whether the filing of a plan would require the debtor's consent."' To
the Respondents' knowledge, there is no precedent in CCAA jurisprudence sanctioning
or allowing the filing of a creditor-sponsored plan against the debtor's will, much less
with a view of stripping it of its only asset: a cause of action. This would be a first in
Canada.
59.

Notwithstanding all of the foregoing and all of Appellant's arguments, another

crucial fact remains: even if Callidus is permitted to file a second plan, in the event that
said plan should be approved by the creditors, it would still have to undergo a sanction
hearing. This is one undeniable jurisdiction that even Appellants could not contest is
exclusive to the court, who would rely on the fair and reasonable test to decide whether
to sanction the plan. It is clear from the a quo judge's conclusions that the plan could
never be sanctioned by the supervising judge. To overturn the a quo judgment would be
to merely postpone an inevitable result.
60.

In Target,

112

as in Doman Industries Ltd (Trustee of)113 before that, the court

refused to submit a plan to a vote, as, even if approved, the impugned plan would not

See for example: Appellant Callidus' Argument at paras 77-80 [A.M.C., vol 1, at pp 21-23].
Sarre, supra note 8 at p 533; Re Nelson Financial Group Ltd, 2011 ONSC 2750.
11° Re Crystallex International Corporation, 2013 ONSC 823.
" 1 Ibid. at para 13.
112 Target, supra note 57.
73 Doman, supra note 84, at para 9.
108

109
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qualify for sanction, noting that "it is incumbent upon the court, in its supervisory role, to
ensure that the CCAA process unfolds in a fair and transparent manner": 114
[68] Simply put, I am of the view that this Plan does not have even a
reasonable chance of success, as it could not, in this form, be sanctioned.
[86] Target Canada submits that the foregoing issues can be the subject of
debate at the sanction hearing. In my view, this is not an attractive
alternative. It merely postpones the inevitable result, [. ] In my view, this
Plan is improper (see Crystallex).116
61.

Subsidiarily, the Respondents submit that even if Callidus were allowed to submit

and vote on a plan, it should not be allowed to do so while in the same class as the
other creditors.116 Given his conclusions, the a quo judge did not to need to address this
argument. Following the criteria for classification of claims,117 it is clear that Callidus'
status and claim is unique among all the others: "creditors may be included in the same
class if their interests or rights are sufficiently similar to give them commonality of
interest" taking into account (i) the nature of the debts giving rise to their claims; (ii) the
nature and rank of any security; (iii) the remedies available to the creditors in the
absence of a plan; (iv) any other criteria consistent with the foregoing ones. Callidus'
purported claim stems originally from its status as secured lender—a lender with a very
particular, equity-like status within Bluberi as set out above—who stands to gain much
more and something far different than the other creditors.118 The consideration it is
receiving is release from a lawsuit valued at more than $200 million. if indeed a secured
creditor, Callidus would be the only one. It also has a purported suretyship against
Duhamel. Therefore, Callidus ought to be in a separate and distinct class, alone, lest the
fairness and reasonableness of the plan itself be vitiated.119
62.

As for the other creditors, the Respondents submit that Callidus is circumventing

the spirit of the CCAA by proposing to pay in full certain creditors (all those with claims

' 1* Target, supra note 57, at para 72.
115 Ibid. at paras 68, 86.
116 This issue was raised by all parties in first instance and submissions were made in that regard. In light of the a quo
judge's decision, he did not have to adjudicate this question. It is raised here in the event it becomes relevant.
11' Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-36 at s 22 [CCAA] [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 729].
118 Woodward's Ltd, 1993 CanLII 870 (SC BC) at pp 10-11.
119 Sarre, supra note 8 at p 533; Re Nelson Financial Group Ltd, supra note 109.
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up to $3,000), and pay all other creditors a small fraction of their claim. This improperly
ensures that Callidus has the requisite number of votes. The creditors paid in full should
be included in the same class, as there is no "compromise" to speak of in their case;
rather, it is tantamount to a preferential payment. Those creditors whose claims are
actua ly being compromised should be included in their own, distinct class as well. This
would ensure an equitable treatment by avoiding that those creditors receiving
preferential treatment and with nothing to lose dictate the outcome for all the others.
B. Did the a quo judge err in law in authorizing the :_FA and the Litigation
Financing Charge without submitting same to a vote by the creditors?
63.

Contrary to the Second Callidus Plan, the LFA is not a plan of arrangement or

compromise within the meaning of the CCAA. it does not compromise claims or rights
any more than debtor-in-possession interim financing, the approval of which is the
exclusive dominion of the courts.12°
64.

To the contrary, the purpose of the LFA is to allow Bluberi to realize on a valuable

asset and to offer a path towards full satisfaction of the creditors' claims without having
to compromise said claims or any creditor rights.121 It is only normal however, that—just
like any interim tender might expect in any CCAA process—the person funding the
process and enabling such realization be provided with the compensation and incentive
commensurate with the level of risk it is taking.
65.

As for the charge, seeing as the funder naturally requires security to guarantee

the obligations of the company, and considering as well that these charges aim to alter
the provisions relating the CCAA Charges, court approval (not creditor approval) is
required.122 The a quo judge, in his discretion, approved the charge, considering, inter
alia, that: it was reasonable in relation to the amounts and the risk at play; the LFA is the
best option available to Bluberi; the Monitor has been informed of all steps leading to it

720 CCAA at s 11(2) [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 717]. Crystallex supra note 48 at paras 91-93. See also Ste/co Inc, Re, 2005
CarswellOnt 6283 at paras 18-20, 26; US Steel Canada Inc, Re, 2016 ONSC 7899 at paras 41, 44, 49.
121 There can be no compromise of a debt to speak of if the proposition involves pursing an avenue to pay off a debt
in full, and indeed even if it doesn't: Re Ca/pine Canada Energy Limited, 2007 ABCA 266 at para 35.
122 CCAA. at s 11(2) [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 717]; Amended and Restated Initial Order, at para 65 [A.M.C., vol 1, at
p 200]. Strateco Resources Inc. (Arrangement relatif a), 2015 QCCS 4671 at paras 31-35.
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and approves it; it charges only one specific asset, the "Litigation Proceeds"; and the
only person potentially affected by the charge is Callidus. In White Birch,123 the court
held that the "broader picture" must be analysed, and that even if "certain creditors will
be materially affected by the DIP loan", the salutary effects outweigh the compromises
that other creditors may have to make.
66.

In fact, pursuant to paragraph 50 of the Initial Order, Respondents may, "subject

to approval of the Monitor or further order of the Court," "pursue all avenues to finance
or refinance...the Business or Property, in whole or in part, subject to further order of the
Court."124 In all material respects, what Bluberi seeks is an avenue to finance its project.
This requires court, not creditor, approval.125 The precedent Appellants ask this Court to
create—wherein financing arrangements such as these would be subjected to a creditor
plebiscite—would wreak chaos in restructuring processes, adding costs, delays,
politicking and uncertainty to what are often timely and fragile processes, while creating
additional hurdles for those seeking funding to pursue access to justice.
67.

Moreover, the law provides a forum for interested parties to express their

positions: the CCAA Court. The Cliffs Over Maple Bay126 case cited by Appellants as
precedent predated the 2009 amendments and the statutory entrenchment of the
concept of liquidating CCAAs,127 and was adjudicated at a time when interim financings
were in an embryonic stage. In that case, the court relied primarily on the absence of a
"stated intention by the debtor to propose an arrangement or compromise to its
creditors".128 Courts have since distinguished Cliffs Over Maple Bay in situations where,
as here, the debtor has a bona fide intention to eventually file a plan with the proceeds
realized from a funded asset-realization process.129 Moreover, today, with the advent of
s. 36 CCAA, the practice is to "bypass the presentation of any plan to creditors and

Supra note 61, au para 33.
124 Amenced and Restated Initial Order [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 187].
125 See also CCAA at s 36 [A.M.C., vol 2, at p 717].
'26 Cliffs Over Maple Bay Investment Ltd v Fisgard Capital Corp., 2008 BCCA 327.
127 Aveos Fleet performance a6ronautigue inc. (Arrangement relatif a), 2012 QCCS 6796 at para 50.
128
Re Crystallex International Corporation, 2012 ONSC 2125, appeal dismissed 2012 ONCA 404, leave to appeal to
the SCC rejected 34872 (September 27, 2012).
129 Pacific Shores Resort & Spa Ltd (Re), 2011 BCSC 1775, at para 37. See also Re Crystallex International
Corporation, 2012 ONSC 2125 at para 45 and Crystallex (Re), 2012 ONCA 404 at paras 87-90.
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obtain a distribution order in respect of the sale proceeds" once realization is complete,
with the court "substituting its view of what distribution is fair to creditors, rather than
permitting creditors to vote to accept or reject a compromise of their claims."130 A fortiori,
less onerous, non-recourse, interest free, Monitor-supported funding arrangements
aimed at generating more value for the creditors, such as the one at play herein, should
not be subjected to anything more than the court's scrutiny.
68.

The only direction from Canadian courts as to the manner in which financing to

pursue litigious claims should be treated emanates from the Crystallex and Strateco
decisions."' In both cases, the courts approved the financing without a creditors'
meeting. In Crystallex, even though there were two competing "plans" or avenues, the
court alone decided which was the proper route to adopt. Newbould, J. detected that the
noteholders' request to hold a creditors' meeting on their plan of arrangement was (as in
the case at bar) "tactical and raised to get a perceived leg up in negotiations".132 In Re
Ca/pine,133 Romaine, J. refused to submit a settlement agreement to a creditors' vote,
as requested by one creditor, on the basis that said creditor would have veto power, and
that its objective, to "obtain leverage in order to enhance its negotiation position"—far
less unsavoury a purpose than Callidus' purpose here—would "frustrate" the CCAA's
objectives and purpose "by the self interest of a single creditor."134 The Court added that
"court approval of settlements and major transactions can and often is given over the
objections of one or more parties because the court must act for the greater good
consistent with the purpose and spirit" of the legislation.135
69.

Appellants also make the surprising claim that, essentially because bankruptcy is

also an alternative, the a quo judge erred in concluding that the "Litigation Alternative" is
'30

131

132
133
134
135

Michelle Grant and Tevia R. M. Jeffries, "Having Jumped Off the Cliffs, When Liquidating Why Choose CCAA over
Receivership (or vice versa)?", Annual Review of Insolvency Law (Toronto: Carswell, 2017) at p 13. See also pp
12-13, 18.
Crystallex (Re), 2012 ONCA 404, at paras 70, 82, leave to appeal to the SCC rejected, 34872, September 27,
2012; Strateco Ressources Inc. (Arrangement relatif a), 500-11-048908-152 (23 octobre 2015) (CS). See also
Marcotte c Banque de Montreal, 2015 QCCS 1915 at paras 43-46; TMI-Educaction.com inc (Syndic de), 2015
QCCS 4116, reque.te en rejet d'appel accueillie, 2015 QCCA 1795.
Re Crystallex International Corporation, 2013 ONSC 823 at para 13.
Calpine, supra note 121, at para 38.
!dem
Calpine, supra note 121, at para 38. See also Great Basin Gold Ltd (Re), 2012 BCSC 1773, at paras 6, 10-12, 1516.
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the only realistic alternative. Even as Callidus argues that the Second Callidus Plan "is
the only viable and credible alternative for the creditors,"136 the Appellant Creditors
purport to have found another one, wherein Bluberi would be put into bankruptcy and
Callidus would pay certain monies (albeit less than under the Second Callidus Plan,
inexplicably) to the creditors in exchange for their support in controlling the bankruptcy
process, through which Callidus would obtain the releases it seeks. This new idea sterns
from the purported evidence Appellants have crafted in the form of correspondence to
each other (the day before the hearing on the Application for Leave to Appeal), and
which they now purport to file as exhibits in the appellate Court docket.137 This
"evidence" is inadmissible under art. 380 CCP: it is neither new nor indispensable; there
are no exceptional circumstances justifying why Appellants, acting diligently and in good
faith, could not raise this in first instance. Finally, it does not meet the ends of justice to
raise new arguments in the form of contrived exchange of correspondence to circumvent
an argument already rejected by the first instance judge.138
70.

As for their substance, those letters betray Callidus' unhealthy influence over the

Appellant Creditors, who are attempting to do what Deschamps, J., in Re Indalex,
referred to as "[bargaining] in the shadow of their bankruptcy entitlements,"139 which is
frowned upon in cases such as these, where the stakeholders opted to work under the
CCAA's auspices, achieved their goals (in the case of Callidus), and then seek to switch
the rules of the game once they are deemed expendable or inconvenient. Implicitly
evoking the buildings blocks doctrine, the Supreme Court noted that these entitlements
rightfully "remain only shadows until bankruptcy occurs."14° Callidus profited from the
flexibility and time afforded by the CCAA to take a monopoly over the prospects of the
SSP, to take possession of Bluberi with all the time required, and to file a (failed) CCAA
Plan of Arrangement; it cannot advocate for a new regime because it now better serves

Appellant Callidus' Argument at para 4 [A.M.C., vol 1, at p 2].
Letter from Me Perreault to Me Benoit dated April 18, 2018 [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at p 537] and [A.M.C., vol 3, at
pp 790-791]; Letter from Me Benoit to Me Perreault [A.M.IGT., vol 2, at p 539] and [A.M.C. vol 3, at pp 792-793].
' 38 See Gidney v Lemieux, 2016 QCCA 1381; Lacourciere v Poitevin, 2015 QCCA 2118, Imperial Tobacco Itee v
Canada (PG), 2004 CanLII 76633 (CA QC); Leo Ducharme and Chades-Maxime Panacco, Cadministration de la
preuve, 4e ed., Montreal, Wilson & Lafleur, 2010, at para 572.
1313 Sun Indalex Finance, LLC v United Steelworkers, 2013 SCC 6 at para 51.
160 Supra note 139 at para 51.
136

131
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Callidus' improper purpose of defeating a lawsuit. Quite apart from the fact that this
contrived correspondence provides no assurance that Callidus would actually follow
through with these promises in the event of bankruptcy, it is not clear that it could
implemented: a new round of litigation would arise, and a court would likely apply the
same "improper purpose" doctrine to preclude such a scheme.
C. Did the a quo judge err in law in approving the terms of the LFA and
ordering the communication of only a redacted version thereof?
71.

Court approval of funding agreements is entirely within the purview of the courts,

pursuant to s. 11.2 CCCA, as noted above. The a quo judge's decisions on the
reasonableness of the terms and conditions of the LFA and the extent of the disclosure
thereof are owed deference, for the reasons set out above. After reviewing the existing
jurisprudence on the factors to consider when approving litigation funding,141 the a quo
judge took great care to balance the interests of all par-ties.142 Clearly, Callidus cannot
be allowed to see all of the terms and conditions of the LFA, given the undue strategic
advantage this would provide ft. Moreover, even absent the high degree of cooperation
and dependence between Callidus and the Appellant Creditors, divulging information
regarding budgets, "temporal variables of the indemnity provisions" and "trial stamina"
would be highly prejudicial to the Respondents.143 It is clear that Appellants
unconditionally contest the LFA as a concept and matter of principle, not by reason of
any particular term or condition which they have seen or could see. The LFA could be
entirely modified and this would not alter Appellants' position. The Monitor and the Court
have reviewed the LFA through the prism of the parties' competing interests, and both
have expressed that the LFA is reasonable. Callidus, the creditors and the public all
have access to a sparsely redacted version of the LFA that is in the court record and on
the Monitor's website.

141 Bayens v Kinross Gold Corporation, 2013 ONSC 4974, at para 41; Hayes c The City of Saint John, 2016 NBBR
125, a: para 4.
142 An exercise that is required pursuant to Sierra Club of Canada v Canada (Minister of Finance), 2002 SCC 41 —.
143 Stanway v Wyeth Canada Inc., 2013 BCSC 1585 at para 43; Seedlings Life Science Ventures, LLC c Pfizer
Canada Inc, T-608-17 (2017-07-17) (FC Ont), at pp 2, 4-5. see also Schneider v Royal Crown Gold Reserve Inc.,
2016 SKQB 278 at para 10; Schenk v Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc., 2015 ONSC 3215.
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Callidus cites Houle,144 arguing that because the Ontario court in that case

declined to approve a funding agreement, Michaud, J. erred, as a matter of law, in
approving the LFA at bar. Apart from the irony of Callidus' newfound concern for Bluberi
and the possibility that Bentham may have "too much discretion" in ceasing to fund the
lawsuit, which raises a standing issue—Callidus is ,pleading on behalf of another145—
Callidus is also misreading Houle, wherein the Court noted that "what is approvable in
one case may not be approvable in another case" and indeed that "some of these
clauses in the Litigation Funding Agreement would not necessarily be offensive in other
class action cases" because deciding whether to approve a funding agreement "will
depend upon the particular circumstances of each case".146 Moreover, the court in Houle
found that the LFA met all but two of the criteria examined. First, there was a perceived
risk that the funder be "unduly rewarded", because "overcompensation moves the thirdparty funder into the role of a champertor" and "the recovery cannot be adjusted by the
scrutiny of court approval."147 Champerty and maintenance are common law notions that
do not apply in Quebec.148 As for the lack of court oversight, this does not apply in this
case, as both the Monitor and the Court, if not also the creditors, will oversee the
eventual distribution. The court in Houle also noted that the LFA unduly interfered in the
lawyer-client relationship. Not only is this a criterion peculiar to class actions, but the
court moreover points out that this criterion—of which the termination clauses are but
one component—is "mandatory in cases where the Class Members have substantial
claims' and can be ignored where there is a "genuine plaintif with "good reason to
pursue compensation for their injuries," in which case it might even be "preferable" to
have it otherwise" i.e.: a funder or class counsel with "conspicuous involvement' or
contro1.149 The class action context—wherein funding agreements must be approved by
the court and meet established criteria—was decisive.150

Houle I/ Saint Jude Medical Inc, 2017 ONSC 5129, appeal dismissed, 2018 ONCA 88 [Houle].
See Seedlings Life Science Ventures LLC v Pfizer Canada Inc., 2017 FC 826 at paras 22-23, 35.
146 Houle, supra note 144 at paras 72 and 94.
147 Ibid. at paras 80 and 84.
148
Mongrain v Banque Nationale du Canada, 2006 QCCA 557 at paras 50-55, 62-64, 66.
149 Houle, supra note 144 at paras 88 and 94.
150 Houle, supra note 144 at paras 43-45, 67, 73, 83-84, 87, 94.
144

145
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Conclusions

Appellants added a new argument according to which Bentham's and Dentons'

investment triggers the application of s. 139 BIA as an equity investment. In addition to
being an argument for the CCAA Court at the eventual distribution stage, it is specious.
The LEA is clear that Bentham agrees to fund the fees in exchange for receiving a onetime disbursement from the Litigation Proceeds; a far cry from an equity interest, as
defined at s. 2 BIA. Moreover, clearly s. 139 BIA would not apply to the case at bar,
following the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Sukloff151 holding that there can be
no such subordination where, as here, security is given. This court recently reaffirmed
this principle in Stonehaven.152 The statement in Tudor Sales relied upon by
Appellants—that the claim at issue would be postponed if, "alternatively," the object
claim was a debt, and not equity as it was deemed to be, is entirely obiter dicta, the
court noting that this was a non-arm's-length transaction, not consigned in writing, aimed
triggering interest payments as a function of the profits. Finally, if Appellants' argument
were followed, this would constitute a severe impediment to future litigants' access to
litigation funding in insolvency contexts, and, by extension, their access to justice.
PART IV:
74.

CONCLL SONS

Ultimately, after having allowed Callidus to achieve its own narrow and self-

serving objectives in the CCAA process, the a quo judge properly permitted Bluberi to
finally have its "day in Court", as it seeks a modicum of the justice it has long awaited
and painstakingly worked towards.
THE RESPONDENTS ASK THE COURT OF APPEAL TO:
D]SiVliSS the appeal;
CONDEMN the Appellants to pay costs both at first instance and on appeal.

151

152

Sukloff v A.H. Rushforth & Co., [1964] SCR 459. See also Lloyd W. Houlden, Geoffrey B. Morawetz & Janis P.
Sarra, Bankruptcy and Insolvency Law of Canada, 4th ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2009), at s. G13.
Stonenaven Country Club Centre de villegiature & spa l.p. (Syndic de), 2011 QCCA 718.
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DENTONS CANADA LLP
Me An Y. Sorek
Me Roger Simard
Attorneys for the Respondents
9354-9186 Qu6bec Inc. and
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